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Responding to Change*
!  Understand how ecosystems are 

structured and how they function          
in near and distant future"

!  Develop strategies that consider   
potential alternatives"

!  Ensure stakeholder participation in 
building research leading solutions"

!  Develop of co-management and          
risk mitigation strategies, hazard 
assessments, and planning"

!  Provide technologically, linguistically, 
and culturally accessible data in real-
time"

!  Translate and disseminate good 
scientific information to a wide     
audience"

In Alaska, important fishing and hunting areas are 
often managed under state or federal jurisdiction. 
This sign stands at the Minto Village boat launch, 
which is within the boundaries of a state game 
refuge. During prime hunting and fishing seasons, 
boat launches such as this overflow with tourist 
activity, and local residents face much competition 
for, and witness much waste of, the wild food 
resources on which they depend. Photo: P. Loring 



Schematic of earth system model. Dotted links await implementation.  

! Synthesis of observing system 
results, process studies, 
system dynamics studies and 
modeling !

! Modeling activities on several 
levels, from conceptual to high-
resolution coupled numerical 
models"

! Model improvement - physical 
components, ecosystems and 
the human component"

! Useable and relevant model 
output"

! Upscaling through reanalysis 
and downscaling of scenarios to 
the regional and local levels"

Understanding Change*



Pan-Arctic Observing System*

! Multinational commitment 
to long-term, multidiscipli-
nary, systems-scale 
observing"

! Recording past and present 
changes"

! Sustained to establish 
meaningful time series"

! Flexible to respond to 
changing scientific require-
ments, new insights and 
shifting theoretical, methodo-
logical and political frame-
works"

! Active collaboration between 
SAON and the science 
community!
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Visions and issues… 
! Science-based and multi-dispilinary             

Exploring the system AND its components 

! Useful information - not just scientifically interesting  
Doing what needs to be done rather than what can be done              
Design observation system that answers urgent questions                    
Need to couple to understanding (asimilation/reanalysis) & responding 

! Pan-Arctic - International collaboration              
International collaboration is easy – it always happens            
Designing international programs from scratch is not so easy                       
Working with different national, regional and international organisations 
Working with national and regional funding agencies and structures 

! Science education & Training                                             
Where is the new generation of interdisciplinary Arctic scientists? 

! Sucess requires a science-driven process,              
pushed by the science community 
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